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**Abstract**—As mobile devices become increasingly smarter and more powerful, so too must the engineering of their software. User-interface driven system testing of these devices is gaining popularity, with each vendor releasing some automation tool(s). We feel that these tools are inappropriate for amateur programmers, an increasing fraction of the app developer population. We present MobiGUITAR for automated GUI-driven testing of Android apps. MobiGUITAR is based on observation, extraction, and abstraction of the run-time state of GUI widgets. The abstraction is a scalable state-machine model that, together with test coverage criteria, provides a way to automatically generate test cases. We apply MobiGUITAR to 4 open-source Android apps, automatically generate and execute 7,711 test cases, and report 10 new bugs. A number of bugs are “Android-specific,” stemming from the event- and activity-driven nature of Android.
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I. INTRODUCTION & CONTRIBUTIONS

Given all the recent attention to mobile platforms, there is little doubt that mobile will be the dominant personal computing and internetworking platform for the foreseeable future. It is widely believed that mobile platforms are largely adopted because of the apps they offer [1], [2]. The issue of app quality has already started to become important [3].

We focus on the popular Android system and on software testing, one of the most frequently used QA techniques, even in the mobile app context. A relevant family of techniques and tools for automated testing of mobile apps focus on their GUI to find bugs. They were recently classified into Random testing, Model-based testing, and Model-learning testing techniques [4]. Random testing generates random sequences of UI events to the app under test. It has the advantage of being a black-box technique that does not require any knowledge of the app under test and can be easily implemented. As an example, Monkey [5] and Dynodroid [6] are two tools available for random testing of mobile apps. Model-based techniques require a model of the app under test to generate inputs. TEMA is a suite of tools proposed for model-based testing of Android apps [7]. Model-learning testing techniques test the application while they infer a model of the app under test [4], [8]. To cope with the well-known model explosion problem, they implement strategies to bound the input set, which in turn may limit the coverage and fault detection capability of the testing technique.

In past work, we already showed the feasibility of using a model-learning technique for testing Android mobile apps [8]. In our previous work on conventional desktop applications [9], we developed an automated model-based testing technique based on reverse engineering that generates test cases to execute directly on the software’s GUI.

We now develop a test generation technique based on a reverse-engineered mobile app model. Our original model—event-flow graph (EFG) [10]—was “stateless”. This was a deliberate design decision to avoid the state-space explosion problem. Having a stateless model is no longer an option because mobile apps are extremely state sensitive, i.e., consider the state-based life-cycle of the Android “Activity” classes, which form the basis for Android app’s GUI. Moreover, we can no longer use the original test adequacy criteria based on the EFG. We need new ones that are state sensitive. Third, our test-case generators, also based on EFGs, are unusable; we need new ones that operate on state machines. Finally, in prior work, we never needed to handle security when testing desktop applications; we simply executed the test harness and application as the same user. Because most mobile platforms have enhanced security (e.g., each Android app by default executes in its own sandbox), we need novel techniques for our reverse engineering harness.

To overcome these challenges, our current work makes several new intellectual contributions. We now model the state of the app’s GUI; this helps us to more accurately model the state-sensitive behavior of mobile apps. This approach is coherent with other similar ones already proposed in the context of desktop Java apps [11] and Web applications [12], [13]. We define new test adequacy criteria that are based on state machines. We have a new test generation technique that uses the models and criteria to generate test cases automatically. Finally, we provide fully automatic testing by working with the security policies of mobile platforms.

We realize all our contributions as a conceptual framework called MobiGUITAR for automated mobile app testing. We have implemented MobiGUITAR in a tool chain that executes on Android. Our first tool in the chain is an enhanced version of AndroidRipper [8] that automatically reverse engineers the state-machine model from the executing app. Our other tools create abstractions of the machine, generate test cases, and replay the test cases.
II. OVERVIEW OF MobiGUITAR

We now present an overview of MobiGUITAR, focusing on the process it employs to perform fully automatic testing of AardDict, an app from our evaluation study subjects (Section III). MobiGUITAR is based on three primary steps: (1) Ripping that dynamically traverses an app’s GUI and creates its state-machine model, (2) Generation that uses the model and test adequacy criteria to obtain tests that are sequences of events, and (3) Execution that replays the tests.

Ripping: This step obtains a state-machine model of the app’s GUI to be used for test generation. Because one of our original goals is full automation, we create the model via an automated reverse engineering technique called GUI Ripping that has roots in our previous reported work on GUI testing [9]. The difference between our previous and current work is that we now obtain a state-machine model of the GUI instead of an event-flow graph, and that we use algorithms better suited for mobile platforms; our previous work was for desktop applications.

Our ripper starts by launching the app in a given start state, obtaining a list of events that can be performed on the GUI in this state, and adding this list, each as a separate task, to a “task list,” which it uses to fire events. An element in the task list is removed and fired. New states are encountered and the GUI’s focus changes as the events are fired. Whenever the current state changes, the list of new fireable events is obtained and appended to the task list in such a way that the path from the start state is prepended to each event. Hence, formally, a task is a sequence of events that always begins with an event fireable in the start state.

This process of using a task list essentially realizes a “breadth-first” traversal of the app’s GUI. During this process, a tree of GUI states may be maintained. In practice, the number of encountered states may be extremely large, making the GUI tree and traversal inefficient. For the purpose of test generation, several GUI states may be viewed as “equivalent” using a given criterion and merged. In practice, this turns the GUI tree into a directed graph model as the same state may be encountered in multiple ways by the Ripper. The Ripper determines the equivalence between encountered GUI states on the basis of the properties of their constitutive objects. Equivalent states comprise of equivalent objects having the same values of their ids and type properties.

Application of the ripper algorithm to AardDict yields the state machine of Figure 1. The state and event IDs have been compacted because of space. The diagram of the state machine demonstrates several points. First, we see that the user interaction space is quite flexible in that there are many paths and loops in this machine. For instance, the user can perform many event sequences switching between states a5, a45, a58, a46, and a61; the user can then go back to the start state and navigate to a3, a17, a53, and a2; and still go back to the start state; and so on. This flexibility creates a ripe situation for failures that result from specific event sequences. Second, we show a special shape, namely exit; this is not a GUI state; rather, it is meant to show that the app was terminated, via events e7, e8, e40, e68, or e88.

Generation: This step obtains test cases, each modeled as a sequence of GUI events. As can be imagined, the number of all possible event sequences that may be executed on any non-trivial app’s GUI is extremely large (in principle infinite because of loops). The test generation strategy needs to sample from this space. Our state machine allows just that. We develop a pair-wise edge coverage criterion. Conceptually, this means that all pairs of adjacent edges (events) need to be exercised together. To this end, we create pairs of all edges in our state machine that are adjacent to a node. And for each pair, we generate a test case that is a path in the state machine from the start state to the pair being covered. For example, a2 has 4 incoming edges (e1, e11, e12, e13) and 6 outgoing edges.
(e7, e8, e9, e10, e11, e12); this creates 4×6=24 pairs that need to be covered. The test case ⟨e1, e11, e8⟩ covers 2 of these pairs, namely (e1, e11) and (e11, e8). In the case of the Aardict app, we generated 678 test cases, with a total of 2,747 fireable events.

**Execution:** Our current implementation of the test generator outputs test cases in JUnit format. Such test cases are able to detect crashes in the app during its execution. A tester may enhance a test case by adding JUnit-like assert statements to check for functional errors.

For our Aardict app, 674 of the 678 test cases executed without any problems and covered 70% of the code. Of the 678 test cases, 4 detected a bug that led to an unexpected exception that was thrown and the ticket number that we associate with this exception is e88. This bug showed us that Android applications may have incorrect behaviors due to a wrong management of the lifecycle of their Activities. Activity components are responsible for presenting a visual user interface for each focused task the user can undertake. In its lifecycle, an Activity instance passes through three main states, namely running, paused, and stopped. When it transits into and out of the different states described above, it is notified through various callback methods (like onPause, onResume, onStop,..., onDestroy) that are hooks the programmer can override to do appropriate work when the state of the Activity changes. If the programmer fails to override or incorrectly overrides any of these methods, the app may show a wrong behavior. As an example, testing Aardict by MobiGUITAR we found BUG 1 resulting in the incorrect redefinition of the onPause() method of an Activity. This bug produced five crashes during the execution of the MobiGUITAR test cases, due to an unhandled IllegalArgumentException.

One sequence of events that caused the exception was (e4: open the Dictionary Menu pressing on the menu button of the device, e44: click on a Menu Item, e57: select a dictionary item from the list by a Long Click, e88: rotate the device). In this sequence, after opening the menu (e4), clicking on the Menu Item “Dictionaries” (e44), and selecting a dictionary item from the list by a Long Click (e57), the handler onItemLongClick of the event e57 launched a thread to download a dictionary file from the SD card of the device and instantiated a ProgressDialog onto the running activity to show the download progress. When the device rotation event e88 was fired, the running activity was first destroyed and then restarted with the updated configuration layout. Unfortunately, the programmer did not correctly override the onPause() callback of the DictionaryActivity to save all resources shown by the running activity, including the references to the working thread and its ProgressDialog. Hence, when the dictionary download ended and the verified() method tried to dismiss the ProgressDialog, we had the crash of the app by an unhandled IllegalArgumentException, because the progressDialog was no more attached to the window manager.

This bug showed us that testing the application by system events like the orientation change can be useful to reveal this type of problem that is very frequent in Android applications.

BUG 2 was found thanks to a sequence of events ending with the input of a wrong URI into an editText view. This event resulted in a java.lang.IllegalArgumentException that was essentially due to the lack of input validation in a method of the app. At the moment, MobiGUITAR uses no automatic strategy to define the input values at runtime, but the tester can preliminarily configure the ripper to use a whitelist of specific input values. This bug showed us the necessity of investigating effective techniques for input values definition, such as the ones based on symbolic execution [15].

We found some bugs due to incorrect code reuse such as BUG 3 and BUG 9. When programmers reuse existing code in different contexts, it is possible that they omit to test the same code in the new scenarios, making the wrong assumption that the reused code will behave as well as in the original context. MobiGUITAR allowed these bugs to be discovered because it is able to test the apps in different execution scenarios, launching them from different preconditions.

Our tool chain was able to detect three concurrency bugs that are typical of multi-thread software systems like Android applications. We found them by configuring the tool to send events to the apps rapidly i.e., with a short delay between consecutive events.

Moreover, MobiGUITAR was also able to discover another bug that depends on programming mechanisms that are not
IV. MOBIGUITAR vs. EXISTING TOOLS

We now compare Mobiguitar to two tools available for Android testing: Monkey[5] and Dynodroid[6]. We selected Monkey, a random testing tool that comes with the Android Development Toolkit, because of its popularity in the Android developers community. Dynodroid was chosen because of the variety of event-based testing techniques it implements. Like Mobiguitar both tools test the app by sending it sequences of events. We abstracted a number of tool features that are relevant in event-based testing, such as: the types of events that are fired, the technique used to select the events (e.g., type of implemented testing technique), the possibility of sending events with specific input values, of setting the app pre-conditions or the time interval between events, and the types of testing artifacts produced by each tool.

Table II reports the considered features and how they are implemented by each tool. We see that the tools considerably differ as to the type of testing artifacts they produce and the tool configurability features. Mobiguitar indeed generates several testing output (such as Crash Report, FSM Model, GUI Sequences, executable JUnit test cases, etc.) that provide useful information for the debugging step. Monkey and Dynodroid, instead, do not return any testing artifact else besides the Android LogCat file, so their support to debugging is limited. As to the configurability of the tools, Mobiguitar is the only tool that allows a tester to choose a whitelist of input values to be assigned with input widgets, and likewise Monkey offers the possibility of choosing the event delay and of putting the app in some specific initial states. Dynodroid instead does not provide these features and tests the app always from the initial state of app just installed on the device.

We configured Monkey and Dynodroid to test the same four apps we tested by Mobiguitar by the same number of events that were fired by our tool. We analyzed the exceptions arisen by the tools and the apps’ lines of code causing them. We matched them against the ones found by Mobiguitar and that were associated with bugs. Unfortunately, we were not able to debug all the other exceptions because of poor debugging support provided by Monkey and Dynodroid. The evaluation results are reported in Table III. Both tools were able to find only three of the ten exceptions; they did not find any additional bugs. The IllegalArgumentException caused by Bug 1 was not raised by Dynodroid because it is not able to rotate the device. Monkey did not detect this exception due to the randomness of its sent events. Both Monkey and Dynodroid did not find the crash related to Bug 2 since it is caused by specific values entered in a given EditText of the GUI. The unhandled exceptions concerning Bug 3 and Bug 9 were not identified by Dynodroid since they are related to particular preconditions of the application under test. Though Monkey allows to test an app by starting from a predefined initial state, it detected by chance just one of these. The crashes related to Bug 6, Bug 7 and Bug 8 were not discovered by Dynodroid since they depend on specific time delay between events. Although Monkey permits to configure such delays, it came across only one of the three exceptions. The NullPointerExceptions corresponding to Bug 4 and Bug 10 were not detected by Monkey.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a new fully automatic technique to test GUI-based Android apps. The technique is based on the observation, extraction, and abstraction of the run-time state of GUI widgets. The abstraction is used to create a scalable state-machine model that, together with event-based test coverage criteria, provide a way to automatically generate test cases. The technique was demonstrated via an empirical study on 4 open-source software applications. The results showed that the test cases generated were useful at detecting serious and relevant bugs in the apps. Moreover, this study showed that the combination of model-learning with model-based testing techniques is a promising approach for achieving a better fault detection capability in Android app testing.
Because we are committed to the widest possible dissemination of our tool, we have made MobiGUITAR available at http://wpage.unina.it/ptramont/GUIRipperWiki.htm.
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